
Guidance Instructions for 

Innovation Academy Teams





You need to establish the status quo, and 

convince people there is a problem that 

needs solving. 

There is a narrow window of opportunity 

to catch people's attention from the very 

beginning, so the intro of your pitch is 

crucial.



 You get the chance to develop your story. This is 
where you elaborate on what your solution is, and 
why you and your team are the ones meant to see it 
done. This is the time to wow your audience, and 
make them believe in your business. 

 A startup deck needs to be filled with mind-blowing 
numbers, from the minute you get on stage to the 
moment you get off. 

 The most successful pitch decks are not based on 
vision and promises alone, but on traction and 
numbers that prove you're unquestionably up to 
something great! 

 Remember that throughout your entire presentation. 



 This is the moment when the van touches the 
water in “Inception”. This is when all you've been 
building up to comes to its highest pick, and you 
get to do "The Ask". This can range from 
revealing your pricing tiers, to announcing a 
sexy partnership with a big player in your 
market. 

 This is the moment where your audience needs 
to be saying "shut up and take my money!" so 
make sure you deliver. 

 After that, come back to earth, summarize your 
key metrics, and remind your audience who you 
are (i.e. startup name + one-liner).



 1. Existing market = status quo 
 2. Your positioning - market niche, what you are 

doing, why you are doing it? 
 3. Numbers: validation, potential, traction, scaling 
 4. Your team - expertise fit, dedication, passion 
 5. What do you need from investors, partners, 

collaborators?
 6. Closing - company’s name and logo, future 

plans 




